
The latest COVID variant spreading across the region is more contagious than previous strains. Please 

observe our latest update to protocols involving participation to help us continue our forward progress in 

this challenging environment. 

DON’T BE THE COVID-19 CASE THAT SHUTS TROOP 48 DOWN! 

Scouts and adults that have traveled out of the country recently, are not feeling well, have been around anyone 

not feeling well, or are part of a group exposed to someone who tested for Covid-19 (whether pending, or 

positive), then they must skip any patrol meeting or outing during that week. 

People who have in home (close personal time greater than 1 hour of duration) contact with someone with 

COVID-19 should be tested 5-7 days following the date of their exposure and wear a mask in public indoor 

settings for 14 days or until they receive a negative test result.  

The holidays have offered a wonderful opportunity to travel and spend time with others. Please pay attention to 

how you and your family are feeling. Our first and best measure is if there is doubt, “stay home”. All our efforts 

are to promote the continuation of our active schedule for the youth in our program. Please remember to comply 

with our in-place mitigation efforts. 

• Premeeting temperature check  

• CHPC mask mandate (unless you have a medical excuse) 

Please make sure you do not enter any of the Day care area rooms. 

We can have 25 scouts in the Jones building for meeting space (this is our old scout room ), the prayer 

room and the sanctuary may be used with permission that needs to go through Julieann White and should 

be gotten the week before.  

Patrol’s have assigned rooms that have to be approved for use. If you need a room change, please see 

Julieann.  

Troop 48 will assemble in the gym via the back door by 7pm sharp for a brief opening ceremony and 

announcements. All patrols will then disperse to their assigned rooms. Everyone should remain masked when 

indoors. 

 

Thank you for your willingness to work together! 

If you have any questions please contact me. 

Julieann White 

(423) 202-5668 (Mobile) 

 

 


